
Installation of Markins Titanium Spikes  
for Gitzo Carbon Fiber Tripods  

(read and understand instructions before starting) 

Supplies and Tools Required: 

A small propane gas torch with gas canister 

Alcohol and a clean cloth or paper towel 
 
2-part epoxy cement, quick-set type (Loctite Quick Set Epoxy No: QM-50 81501 or 
equivalent) 

You will need pliers or a similar tool to grip the tripod's rubber feet for removal, and a 
fine-tooth file to deburr the leg section tubing. 

 

Installation Procedure: 

Step 1: Heating and removal of rubber feet from small diameter leg sections 

• Remove each of the three lower leg sections from the tripod by unscrewing the lower 
barrel clamp completely. Then pull each lower leg section free from the tripod. 

• At a suitable working location, set up a small propane gas torch to provide a heat 
source for rubber foot removal. When using the torch, use a low or moderate flame. 

• Take a leg section and grip the sides of the rubber foot using pliers (don't grip the 
carbon fiber tubing with the pliers). Hold the leg section with your other hand and 
CAREFULLY heat the end of the tubing while constantly rotating it at a point a few 
centimeters beyond the end of the visible flame. Twist and pull the foot with the pliers as 
you heat the end of the tubing along a section 2-3 cm ahead of the rubber foot. The foot 
will come free of the tubing when the adhesive is heated sufficiently. Pull and twist with 
the pliers until the foot comes out of the tubing. Take care during this step not to burn 
the carbon fiber tubing - heat the tubing carefully and slowly and keep rotating the 
tubing as you work. Repeat the procedure to remove the feet from all three leg 
sections and allow the tubing to cool. 

Step 2: Prepare tubing for spike installation 

• At the foot end of the tubing, remove any burr from the edge of the tube. Use a fine-
tooth file and put a slight bevel on the outside edge of the tube end to facilitate seating 
into the spike body groove. 

• Clean the tubing end inside and out with rubbing alcohol after checking the fit of 
the spike body. The spike body should insert smoothly into the tubing end. Remove any 
rubber remnants that may interfere with the spike body fit. Note that the tubing 
end should seat within the groove at the rim of the spike body. Do this for all three tubing 
sections and spike feet to prepare for installation. 



Step 3: Installing the spikes 

• Mix a small amount of epoxy cement parts A and B (quickly). A 3cm strip of each resin 
part should suffice. Quickly apply the fully mixed epoxy to the inside surface of the 
tubing and the outside surface of the spike body. Push the spike body into the tubing 
and make sure the tubing seats within the groove. Tap the spike with a wooden block if it 
resists seating fully. With a clean cloth or paper towel, clean any excess epoxy from the 
joint of the spike and tubing. Repeat these steps for all three leg sections. Use a fresh 
mixture of epoxy if your work time exceeds the time recommended maximum for the 
epoxy cement. 
 
• Set leg sections aside and allow the epoxy to cure for 1 hour. Reinstall the leg sections 
by inserting into the larger tripod section. Seat the brown composite bushing in the 
space between the smaller and larger diameter tubes and screw on the barrel until it 
secures the leg section. The tripod with titanium spikes is ready for use! 

 


